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ABSTRACT
We present here a small-scale liquid helium immersion cryostat with an innovative optical setup suitable to work in long wavelength radiation
ranges and under an applied magnetic field. The cryostat is a multi-stage device with several shielding in addition to several optical stages. The
system has been designed with an external liquid nitrogen boiler to reduce liquid bubbling. The optical and mechanical properties of the opti-
cal elements were calculated and optimized for the designed configuration, while the optical layout has been simulated and optimized among
different configurations based on the geometry of the device. The final design has been optimized for low-noise radiation measurements of
proximity junction arrays under an applied magnetic field in the wavelength range λ = 250 μm–2500 μm.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0011348., s

I. INTRODUCTION

Cryogenic temperatures are required in many research stud-
ies such as superconductivity and superfluidity, surface and inter-
face, advanced spectroscopies, and in the R&D of low-noise detec-
tors. As an example, superconducting radiation detectors integrated
into surface Paul traps for scalable quantum information process-
ing require operation at cryogenic temperatures.1–3 Optical spec-
troscopies at low temperature usually allow resolving narrow fea-
tures and trap unstable intermediates.4 Recently, long wavelength
radiations have come to attention being a particular region of the
electromagnetic spectrum interesting for multi-disciplinary appli-
cations for both basic research studies and technologies.5–7 This
e.m. domain λ = 250 μm–2500 μm (energy range 0.5 meV–4 meV)
allows the investigation of several fundamental physical phenomena,
e.g., phonon and plasmon dynamics, elementary particle physics,
and possibly also cold dark matter.8–12 Furthermore, with its high
transmission through a wide range of non-conducting materials,

long wavelength radiation and, in particular, terahertz (THz) radi-
ation, hold a significant potential in several applications.

In recent years, the investigation of semiconducting and super-
conducting behaviors of many materials and the modulation of
the electronic properties of systems with either low dimensional-
ity13–16 or surface structural modifications17–21 have been performed.
It has been demonstrated that superconducting proximity junc-
tion arrays can be designed to behave as long wavelength radiation
detectors.22,23 The superconducting dynamics of such devices, based
on non-localized vortex dynamics, can be modulated via external
magnetic and electric fields.24 The response of these devices in the
radio frequency domain, well below the expected characteristic fre-
quency of the proximity junction, can be tuned via non-equilibrium
phenomena induced by external perturbations. It has also been spec-
ulated that such devices may represent a new pathway toward robust,
low noise, broadband and with high sensitivity low energy detectors.
However, the investigation of the dynamics in such devices requires
a low-noise cryostat with a highly stable temperature control that can
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be operated under external magnetic and electric fields. These cryo-
genic systems should also be designed with suitable optical arrange-
ments compatible with this energy range. In a conventional cold
finger optical system, the sample is cooled through its mechanical
link to the cooling element either by boiling liquid helium or using a
mechanical refrigerator. This approach presents several problems.
The first is that the sample is cooled relatively slowly, and often,
we observe the formation of crystallites on the sample surface. In
addition, reaching the required temperatures and its fine control
under the applied electric and magnetic fields is not an easy task.
Finally, the optimization of the optical arrangement to operate in
this extreme photon energy range is complex.

Within the framework of the project TERA,25 we have devel-
oped a small-scale liquid helium immersion cryostat with an embed-
ded optical setup, aimed at the detection of the photo-response of
novel proximity junction arrays under an applied magnetic field.
In the following, we will present and discuss the different cool-
ing stages, the shields, and the optical layout. The latter has been
simulated and optimized based on the different in-operando con-
figurations. The optical transmission and the mechanical resistance
of the optical components have been calculated, optimized, and
characterized.

II. CRYOSTAT AND OPTICAL SETUP DESCRIPTION
A schematic view of the immersion cryostat is shown in Fig. 1.

The cryostat is designed to be a table top small-scale cryostat for
facile optical alignments. The section views of the cryostat [Fig. 1(b)]
show the vacuum chamber (2) surrounding the liquid nitrogen tank
(3) in the upper half and the polished copper radiation shield in the
lower one (11). The shield has a hole in correspondence to the opti-
cal path. At the center is the liquid helium container (4) inside which
the experimental apparatus (1) is hosted. The inner container has
a 10 cm diameter, a value that sets the maximum size of both the
magnetic coils and sample holder. The inner stainless steel tube is
provided at the bottom with a window assembly mounted on a Con-
flat (CF) flange that holds a 29 mm diameter optical window set in
front of the sample.

The copper cooling jacket extends down the sides as well
as below the window assembly to improve cooling and to speed
up the initial cooling process. The external container is equipped
with four vacuum-tight optical windows. All inner metal–metal
connections, except the copper shield and the cryostat cover part
that is connected by bolts, have been connected either by sol-
dering or brazing. Inside upper part of the liquid helium con-
tainer are housed two concentric copper disks acting as thermal
shields and connected to the sample holder support with two
Rexilon rods (10 mm diameter), useful to minimize the thermal
conduction between the immersed components and the thermal
shields.

The sample holder support consists of a PEEK holder support
housing two superconducting NbTi coils attached with concentric
tubes with 21 mm apertures pointing to the sample set in the cen-
ter. Considering the aperture dimension of the magnetic coils, the
maximum sample size can be 20 × 20 mm and can be replaced by
simply opening the cryostat top flange [top dark part of Fig. 1(b)]
since the sample holder and the magnetic coils are connected to the
copper disks shields and connected to this flange. The coils generate

FIG. 1. (a) Image of the lower half of the cryostat showing the vacuum jacket, the
copper shield, and the inner LHe container and (b) section of the optical cryostat.
(1) Sample compartment inside the opto-magnetic setup; (2) the vacuum jacket;
(3) the liquid nitrogen reservoir; (4) the liquid helium reservoir; (5) connector for
signal, thermometer, and gauss-meter wiring; (6) liquid nitrogen insert tube; (7) liq-
uid helium pressurizing and pumping valve; (8) vacuum jacket pumping valve; (9)
liquid helium insert tube; (10) LHe level sensor feedthrough; (11) copper radiation
shield; (12) Teflon support of the Rexilon rods; and (13) two copper disks as radia-
tion shields. The sample holder is connected to the lower disk via two Rexilon rods
to minimize thermal losses.

a magnetic field normal to the sample surface plane (see Fig. 2) up
to 150 mT at 4.2 K calibrated with a calibrated gaussmeter. Under
operation, the vacuum jacket chamber reaches up to 1 × 10−4 mbar
rapidly, while the vacuum level lowers to 5 × 10−6 mbar, introduc-
ing liquid nitrogen inside the LN bath. The latter should be refilled
periodically prior to introduction of liquid helium. The thermal con-
duction from the bottom and the contact thermal conduction lead
to a temperature of ∼100 K in the main cylinder upon insertion
of liquid nitrogen. The LHe insertion takes place in an over pres-
surized He inner cryotube to prevent crystallization on the sample
surface. The temperature is read by using a calibrated Cernox ther-
mometer connected to the PCB sample support, and the applied
magnetic field is measured via a previously calibrated Hall probe
inserted perpendicularly inside the coil at the back of the sample
(see Fig. 3). The magnetic field can be modulated via the applied
current to the superconducting coil with a resolution of 1 mT (for
a current supply of 10 mA). The cryostat has the capacity of ∼5 Lt,
which reaches the minimum temperature of 4.2 K within 40 min
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FIG. 2. (a) The layout of the sample holder: (1) the PEEK sample holder, (2) the
superconducting magnetic coils made by NbTi wires, (3) PCB sample support and
electrical contacts, and (4) the sample placed in the center. (b) Image of the sample
holder.

upon insertion of LHe, depending on the LHe flux. The tempera-
ture is stable within Δ = 0.05 K and Δ = 0.1 K without and with
magnetic fields, respectively (see Fig. 3). The cryostat maintains the
temperature 4.2 K for about 6 h without incident radiations and in
the presence of the applied magnetic field. The LN evaporator jacket
reduces bubbling inside the cryotube, a condition that significantly
reduces the light scattering along the optical path.4 The temperature
can be further reduced down to ∼2 K with a continuous pump-
ing of the pressurized LHe bath. The input/output signal cables are
shielded via EMI capacitor filters (EMIFIL-NFE61PT), enclosed in
a metallic box to further reduce the environmental noise and con-
nected to a high insulating Fischer connector. A test on a niobium
device with a dynamic resistance of 1 Ω and a 100 μA supply cur-
rent revealed a noise of 0.0089 μV/

√
Hz with the standard deviation

of σ = 0.000 85 μV at 4.2 K.

FIG. 3. (Left) The cooling behavior of the cryostat upon LHe insertion vs time. The
temperature stability at 4.2 K (Inset). (Right) The Hall voltage measurement and
its corresponding magnetic field generated via the magnetic coils at 4.2 K.

The detailed cryogenic optical arrangement is described in
Fig. 4. The layout consists of a 2 mm Zeonex window mounted with
a Viton O-ring to the vacuum chamber jacket and connected to the
ambient temperature. Zeonex is a cyclo-olefin material that exhibits
the highest transmission at long wavelengths, while it does not show
a noticeable dispersion in this frequency range. Along the optical
path, the second window is in contact with LHe under a heavy tensile
pressure (due to the differential pressure between the two volumes).
The window is made by 2.2 mm thick z-cut crystal quartz as will be
discussed later. The window is connected to the LHe cryotube by a
modified Conflat flange, and the vacuum is sealed by a Teflon ring
on the vacuum side and an indium wire on the liquid side (see inset
1 of Fig. 4). The window was tightened in gradual cross contraction
using a torque driver up to 2 N/m.

A 2 mm diameter Zeonex focusing lens with a 20 mm focal
distance is set in from the sample, screwed within the coil aperture
inside the PEEK cylinder support (see inset 2 of Fig. 4). The cylin-
der itself is fixed by a PEEK nut tightening the cylinder in place.
This design further facilitates the setting along the axis of the lens
focal point with regard to the sample positioning. The optimal thick-
ness of all windows, being the minimum thickness capable of with-
standing the pressure difference insuring its high transmittance, was
calculated considering the material tensile strengths as

d =
¿
ÁÁÀ1.1 × P × R2 × S

η
, (1)

where d is the slab thickness, R is the unsupported area, P is the
pressure difference, S is the safety factor, and η is the modulus of
the rupture. The relative thickness behavior vs differential pressure
of the crystal quartz with η = 9427 psi with a maximum diameter
of 30 mm unsupported area is shown in Fig. 5. Considering the
differential pressure to sustain, a minimum thickness in the range
d = 1.8 mm–2.2 mm was considered. While for the outer Zeonex
window with η = 6090 psi withstanding the atmospheric pressure,
a relatively smaller thickness of the windows has been considered
(2 mm). Both Zeonex and crystal quartz windows were tested under
these conditions and passed the tests. The Zeonex window was also
tested under vacuum down to 1 × 10−6 mbar.

In order to evaluate the effective transmission and the effi-
ciency of the optical layout, the optical response of the Zeonex win-
dows was measured in the spectral region of interest. The optical
response of the polymeric Zeonex material was investigated with ter-
ahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS), described in detail in
Refs. 26–28. The in-house THz-TDS spectrometer in the transmis-
sion configuration, used for this purpose, is based on two photo-
conductive switches: one as the emitter of the broadband THZ radi-
ation (0.1 THz–2.5 THz) and one as the receiver,29 respectively
[see Fig. 6(a)]. Two twin G10620-11 Hamamatsu photo-conductive
antennas (PCAs) were operated by using a mode-locked ultrafast
laser (FemtoFiber NIRpro, Toptica), at 780 nm, a temporal pulse
width of 100 fs, a repetition rate of 80 MHz, and an output power
of 150 mW. After the laser power reduction, a beam splitter (BS)
50:50 splits the main beam into two separated pump and probe
beams. Dielectric mirrors propagate the beams toward emitter and
receiver PCAs. The THz produced by the emitter is then collected
and collimated by TPX lenses with a focal length of 50 mm. The
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FIG. 4. Layout of the optical setup from the outer vacuum jacket of the cryostat to the inner coil lens positioning. The two segments indicated by numbers 1 and 2 are shown
disassembled and in the insets after the assembly. (a) The actual configuration as indicated in frame (1); (b) the optical lens used in the layout; (c) the Teflon ring; and (d) the
modified Conflat flange.

THz beam is focused on the sample, and the transmitted radi-
ation is recollected, re-collimated, and refocused on the receiver
PCA. Simultaneously, the probe beam is used to gate the THz-
detector PCA. Two motorized stages are used in the system con-
figuration (see Fig. 6). The first one is a delay line (DDSM100/M,
Thorlabs) that allows the collection of the temporal THz electric
field, varying the optical path between pump and probe beams.26

The second one is a three-axis motor stage that ensures an accu-
rate positioning and alignment of the sample in the THz beam focal
spot.

The output signal from the THz detector, filtered by using a
lock-in amplifier, was acquired and digitized and then transferred

FIG. 5. The curve of the Zeonex window slab thickness as a function of the
pressure difference between the cryostat jackets.

to the PC. The optical system provides a spectral bandwidth rang-
ing from 0.1 THz to 2.5 THz, with a spectral resolution of 50 GHz.
This spectral resolution is sufficient to characterize the response of
the non-resonant and transparent window set. We recorded 5 THz
electric field profiles with five scans. The THz electric fields for the
free space (without sample) and for the Zeonex window with thick-
ness 2 mm are shown in Fig. 6(b). The temporal delay between the
air and the Zeonex signal was 3.75 ± 0.01 ps. The power spectra of
free space and Zeonex slab are also shown in Fig. 6(c) along with its
total transmittance [see Fig. 6(d)]. The transmittance was calculated
as

TZeonex = ∣EZeonex(ω)∣
2

∣EFreespace(ω)∣2
. (2)

The results indicate a transmission of about 80% in the range below
1 THz, which is slightly higher than that of crystal quartz.30

The total transmission of the optical arrangement was then cal-
culated using the Beer–Lambert law31 and considering the transmis-
sion of the Zeonex derived from experimental results (see Fig. 7).
In order to prevent any contamination of visible and IR radiation
inside the cryotube, a 0.2 mm flexible HDPE filter (with T ∼ 85%
at 1 THz32) was attached to the entrance window. Based on the
thickness of the Zeonex windows, crystal quartz, and the filter trans-
mission, a total transmission of about 45%–50% onto the sample was
calculated.

Based on the geometry of the cryogenic system, three different
layouts of the optical paths were considered, as described in Fig. 8.
All of them are possible configurations of this optical system. Key
parameters, considered mainly in the lens design, were the resolu-
tion, the focal length, and the lens diameter. Both focal length and
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FIG. 6. (a) THz-TDS system in transmission geometry for spectroscopic characterization of the Zeonex window. (b) THz electric fields: THz electric field relative to free space
(black line) and THz transmitted electric field of the Zeonex window (red line); (c) power spectra relative to free space (black line) and 2 mm thick Zeonex window (red line);
(d) transmittance of 2 mm thick Zeonex window slab.

lens diameter are determined by geometrical constraints. Further-
more, we planned to have a focal spot diameter less than 1 mm in
order to guarantee a sufficient number of photons on the sample.
In layout (1), a THz plane wave illuminates the focusing lens (L1)
with a focal length of 130 mm. A polymeric/quartz window (W1)
is located between the lens (L1) and its focal plane. The maximum
diameter for the lens in this location is 50 mm. In layout (2), the
THz radiation passes the polymeric window (W1), and it is focused
by the lens (L1) with a focal length of about 50 mm that also acts as
the second window. In layout (3), the plane wave is incident on two
polymeric/quartz windows (W1) and (W2), and it is finally focused

FIG. 7. The total transmission of the optical layout with the Zeonex windows and
the IR-Vis filter.

by the lens (L1) with a focal length of about 20 mm (length of the
magnetic coil aperture L = 32 mm). Considering the constraints of
the coil, the maximum lens diameter is 20 mm since the diameter of
the magnetic coil aperture is D = 21 mm.

All layouts have been numerically simulated by means of a
commercial software based on the finite element method in the fre-
quency domain.33 The material selected for both windows and lenses
is the Zeonex by Zeon Corporation, a cyclo-olefin with a refractive
index of ϵ = 1.518 − j0.001 at 1 THz, successfully employed in other
devices operating at THz frequencies.34,35 The windows have been
designed with a thickness of 2 mm. The lens (L1) in layout 1 is a
plano-convex lens with a radius of curvature R = 67.6 mm and a
maximum thickness of 1 cm. The lens (L1) in layout (3) is a plano-
convex lens with a radius of curvature R = 10.7 mm and a maximum
thickness of 1 cm. The lens (L1) in layout (2) is a plano-convex lens
with a radius of curvature R = 26.2 mm and a maximum thickness
of 1 cm. As a proof of principle, a linearly polarized plane wave has
been selected as a radiation source at 1 THz.

The results of the numerical simulations are described in Fig. 8.
They confirm the occurrence of a focal spot with a diameter compa-
rable with the theory.31 The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of
the absolute value of the electric field in the focal area corresponds
to a measure of the focal spot diameter of the selected lenses. The
FWHM of the lens (L1) focal spot is equal to about 1 mm for layout
(1), 0.48 mm for layout (3), and 0.65 mm for layout (2). As expected,
the presence of the windows slightly affects the focusing properties
in terms of maximum values of the electric field modulus at the focal
point due to the mismatch of the refractive index between vacuum
and Zeonor and to the moderate absorption of the polymer at 1 THz.
The optical configuration presented in layout (3) shows a higher
resolution of the lens (L1) at 1 THz, compared with the other con-
figurations. Hence, we selected the latter optical arrangement for the
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FIG. 8. [(1)–(3)] Different optical config-
urations based on the geometry of the
cryostat and their simulations; (1) a sin-
gle outer jacket lens and a single inner
window; (2) a single outer jacket window
and a single inner tube lens; (3) an outer
jacket window, an inner tube window,
and one very close lens; (a)–(f) differ-
ent lens configurations and their DoF cal-
culation. The bars show the normalized
modulus of the electric field.

cryogenic system that was designed and manufactured32 according
to layout (3).

Furthermore, to implement the tuning of the lens depth of field
(DoF), defined as the distance along the optical axis in which the
power does not decrease below 80% of the maximum, a second lens
with a focal length of 30 mm alternative to the lens (L1) of layout (3)
was numerically simulated. The modulation of the DoF facilitates
the compensation of the photon intensity attenuation due to sam-
ple positioning misalignments. The plano-convex lens with a focal
length of 30 mm has a diameter of 20 mm, a radius of curvature R
= 15.9 mm, and a maximum thickness of 6.5 mm. Simulations of this
lens in layout (3) are reported in Fig. 8. The FWHM of the result-
ing focal spot is equal to about 0.56 mm. Simulations confirm that a
longer focal length allows a longer DoF. We also evaluated the lens
orientation in term of DoF by numerical simulations. As reported
in Fig. 8, when the lens is oriented as in Figs. 8(c) and 8(e), DoF is
2.3 mm and 3.5 mm for the lens with a focal length of 20 mm and
30 mm, respectively. On the other hand, when the lens is oriented as
in Figs. 8(d) and 8(f), DoF is 3.5 mm and 4.2 mm for the lens with

a focal length of 20 mm and 30 mm, respectively. The simulations
confirm that the selected lenses guarantee the necessary flexibility
with respect to the sensor position and with acceptable losses. Fur-
thermore, Zeonex does not show a noticeable dispersion and has
a refractive index deviation of about 0.002 in the frequency range
between 200 GHz and 4.2 THz.36 Hence, this difference does not
affect the focusing properties of the lenses.

Finally, the total transmission and efficiency of the optical con-
figuration was measured at the optical exit using a continuous diode
THz emitter at 270 GHz (Virginia Diode).

The total transmission of the optical line was measured using
a calibrated pyroelectric detector with the voltage sensitivity of η
= 8000 V/W, positioned at the sample position in the center of the
magnetic coil aperture. The incident beam was chopped at 16 Hz
and sent through the optical line of the cryostat [see Fig. 9(d)]. The
pyroelectric response was triggered and measured with and with-
out the optical line, moving the final stage of the focusing lens. The
lens was shifted in a 5 mm range to optimize the focal distance and
the transmission. The measurement was performed looking at the

FIG. 9. The overall transmission mea-
surements on the optical path and
the optimization of the lens focus on
the sample positioning; (a) oscilloscope
screenshot of the chopper trigger signal;
(b) screenshot of the photo-response
of the diode; (c) the measured photo-
response values from the peak to peak
measurement of the amplified potential
(Vp−p) of the pyroelectric sensor; (d) the
measurement setup with the optical line
with the two windows and the 20 mm
focal length lens.
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peak to peak amplified voltage response of the pyroelectric detector
triggered by the output frequency of the chopper [see Figs. 9(a) and
9(b)].

The lens distance was varied via the perforated support
designed for an accurate translation inside the magnetic coil aper-
ture. The lens with the focal distance of 20 mm was used in these
tests, and the distance changed from d = 19 to d = 23 mm using the
mounted screw. As can be seen in Fig. 9(c), the lens shows a relatively
asymmetric response, while the highest intensity was measured at f
= 21 mm for the value of Vp−p = 210 mV. The deviation from the
maximum in the 4 mm–5 mm distance range was measured to be
of the order of ΔId = ±24%, ranging from Vp−p = 175 mV to Vp−p
= 210 mV. The result is in agreement with the simulation of the
optical response of the lens. The depth of focus determined allows
measurements with minor displacements of the sample positioning.
The overall transmission of the optical line in the cryotube with-
out LHe was also calculated to be 42% in relatively good agreement
with the estimated value of ∼50%, slightly lower due to the trans-
mission difference at these wavelengths. The cryogenic optical setup
shows an acceptable response and hence could be successfully used
for the investigation of new proximity array devices that require a
sufficient number of photon and the control over external magnetic
and electric fields.22,37

III. CONCLUSIONS
We presented here the characteristics of a compact liquid

helium immersion cryostat designed and built with an optical setup
optimized for experiments using radiation at long wavelengths. The
system has been specifically designed to characterize novel proxim-
ity junction array detectors and other 2D imaging detectors working
at LHe temperature. The cryostat allows us to maintain the sam-
ple at the temperature of 4.2 K for 6 h, while it may reach the
lowest temperature of 2 K upon LHe bath pumping. A liquid nitro-
gen boiling chamber is used to reduce bubbling inside the cryotube.
The optical configuration of the device is made by three stages of
optical elements: a Zeonex window, a crystal quartz window, and a
Zeonex focusing lens out of which the latter two are immersed in
liquid helium. All materials of the optical windows were selected
on the basis of accurate simulations and have a thickness of about
2 mm, i.e., 2 mm for Zeonex and 2.2 mm for crystal quartz, consid-
ering both material tensile stress and the differential pressure they
are withstanding inside the cryostat and their optical parameters.
The transmission of the Zeonex windows was measured using two
stage photo-diode configurations, and for a thickness of 2 mm, they
are characterized by a transmission of 80% at 1 THz. Based on the
optical layout, different configurations were simulated with a spatial
resolution ranging from 0.48 mm to 1 mm, and the configuration
with the highest estimated resolution was realized. Furthermore,
several other configurations were simulated and compared to verify
the tunability of the DoF in the range 2.3 mm–8 mm in order to com-
pensate sample positioning misalignments. The total transmission of
the optical configuration exhibits a maximum value of 42%, while a
DoF deviation of 24% was measured by changing the lens focal dis-
tance. These results measured in cryogenic conditions are in good
agreement with theoretical estimations. Summarizing, this original
cryogenic system matches the demanding requests of the investiga-
tion of samples and devices to be probed at low temperature, long

wavelengths, and when external electric and magnetic fields have to
be applied.
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